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Credits by Studio Lally & Berger | Project: Hotel le Meurice Suite in Paris
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THE FIERCENESS OF
INTERIOR DESIGN
Fierceness is passion and intensity. It represents the wild and vigorous. It
is what drives many brands to create spectacular products and designers
to produce stunning interiors. In this Ebook we highlight 20 amazing and
powerful designers that are well known for creating spectacular interiors
within the modern, classic, mid-century or contemporary styles. You’ll
discover that each designer and each project tells a story. We’ve been
all over the world to find these amazing examples of design luxury and
elegancy in order to give life to a story that we believe will inspire you!.
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Credits by Laurent Maugoust | Project: Hotel Victor Hugo in Paris

FR AN CE

ALBERTO PINTO STUDIOS
“Eclecticism, luxury details and refinement remain the key words when it
comes to creating entire universes for its prestigious clients worldwide: private
residences, office buildings, airports, hotels, yachts and jets.”

Marked by various cultural influences since his early childhood,
Alberto Pinto, a legendary figure in the world of decoration
and interior design, built his great work upon the combination
of cultures and his endless quest for the exceptional which
resulted in his eclectic signature style.
Inspired by eclectic taste of its international clientele, Alberto
Pinto Interior Design appropriates their amazing decors
according to the client’s desires without deserting the balanced
elegant aesthetics. Classical or contemporary, intimate or
gigantesque, at ease in all disciplines with the leitmotiv being
a feeling of comfort and an expectation of the highest quality.
Following Alberto’s passing in 2012, his sister Linda, having
always worked at his side, naturally took over the management
of Alberto Pinto Interior Design. Now under the Linda Pinto’s
management, Alberto Pinto Interior Design rigorously
perpetuates what made the Master’s success. Eclecticism,
luxury details and refinement remain the key words when
it comes to creating unique glamorous design projects for its
prestigious clients worldwide, such as private residences, office
buildings, airports, hotels, yachts and jets.
Among Pinto’s amazing client’s list, we can find some
prestigious names recognized worldwide such as the Royal
Family of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, along with many other
important private clients around the world for whom residences
have been designed and decorated in the United States, Brazil,
the Middle-East, Morocco, Tunisia, France and Europe.
Besides luxurious residences, Alberto Pinto’s Studio also has
created numerous boutique hotels including The Lanesborough,
the Dorchester in London, the Grand Park Hotel in Gstaad,
the villa Rose-Pierre of the Grand Hôtel in Cap Ferrat, the
Hostellerie de Plaisance in Saint-Emilion, la Residencia and the
Palm Beach in the Canary Islands.

Credits by Alberto Pinto Studio | Project: Monaco Residence
Website: https://albertopinto.com/
Address: 11 Rue d’Aboukir, 75002 Paris, France
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US A

AMY LAU
“For every medium, for every environment—and for every client—Amy’s highest
mission and greatest achievement will always be to create livable, meaningful
homes filled with harmony, artistic integrity, beauty and inspiration.”

Amy Lau founded her New York design firm in 2001. Her
portfolio of luxurious residential interiors includes an array of
artistic and sophisticated homes throughout the world. Her
work has been featured in Architectural Digest, The New York
Times, Elle Decor, House Beautiful, Martha Stewart Living,
and Luxe Interiors + Design. She has also appeared in televised
spots on HGTV and LX.TV.
The Arizona native developed a deep passion for design and
honed her curatorial eye studying eminent historians. She
received her master’s in fine and decorative art from the
prestigious Sotheby’s Institute of Art. She then served as a
director at Thomas O’Brien’s Aero and spent five years as the
design director of noted mid-century specialist Lin-Weinberg
Gallery in New York City.
Her exuberance and expertise have made Amy a sought-after
speaker and panelist at conferences and in forums around the
world. The designer published a monograph in 2011, and on
the next year, Amy accepted an honorary doctorate from New
York School of Interior Design. She served as a spokesperson
for Benjamin Moore’s 2010-2011 print, television, and online
campaign “Paint with the Very Best.” She has designed spaces
for renowned show houses like Kips Bay in New York and has
created distinctive interior installations for Kohler, Bergdorf
Goodman, and the Showtime television network.
The firm completed in recent years several exclusive residential
projects for some top clients but has also dedicated some time
to the creation of amazing hospitality and showroom projects
worldwide! In recent years, Amy Lau has also designed an
array of patterned cowhide rugs and pillows for Kyle Bunting,
unique Heath Ceramics mosaic tiles, colorful wool-and-silk
rugs for Doris Leslie Blau, tie-dye wall coverings for Maya
Romanoff, and a vibrant fabric collection of contemporary
prints, embroideries and wovens exclusively for S. Harris.
Amy’s unique expertise makes her a sought-after speaker
and panelist at conferences and forums around the world. In
2018, Amy served as the keynote speaker at The Phoenix Art
Museum’s annual fund-raising gala.

Credits by Amy Lau | Left: New York Penthouse | Right: New York Residential Project
________________________

Website - http://amylaudesign.com/
Address - 601 W 26th St, New York, NY 10001, USA
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FR AN CE

BAPTISTE BOHU INTERIORS
“His style has been sought after by an A-list clientele for Residential and
Commercial projects worldwide. Inspired by Art Deco, French classicism, and
contemporary design, he enjoys mixing different eras to produce unique and
serene spaces.”

After graduating from study on a business school, Baptiste
Bohu‘s passion for Design and Architecture took over and
allowed him to create his own firm in 2008. Now, the renewed
French designer has created an outstanding reputation within
a list of clients due to its unique take on Art Deco, french
classicism and contemporary design, which includes a wide
variety of residential and commercial projects.
Thanks to a strong family background in Real Estate and
Construction, Baptiste Bohu rapidly acquired the taste and
technical skills to create elegant and comfortable interiors.
Supported by a team of designers and project managers, the
studio offers full services, from concept, to decoration, furniture
design, and construction.
He is a powerful designers whose style has been sought after
by an impressive clientele for Residential and Commercial
projects worldwide, but most of his iconic projects where made
in France, his home country! Inspired by Art Deco, French
classicism, and contemporary design, he enjoys mixing different
eras to produce unique and serene spaces.
Supported by a team of designers and project managers, the
studio led by Baptiste Bohu offers full services, from concept, to
decoration, furniture design, and construction. And it’s a valid
option for all of those who are looking for a design studio that
can achieve that contemporary french look!
One of his newest and most creative challenge was to design a
glamorous luxury apartment in Shanghai. The goal was mainly
to create a modern French styled apartment with lengthened
areas and communal spaces for a young entrepreneur couple.
The end result was impressive and just reinforce this amazing
designer-s talent and creativity!

Credits by Baptiste Bohu Interiors | Project: Caroline Chen Residence
Website - http://baptistebohu.net/
Address - Paris, France
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CHAMPALIMAUD DESIGN
“Champalimaud Design is an award winning studio committed to creating
transformative spaces and unparalleled products.”

Champalimaud Design is known for creating some of the
most renowned hotels and restaurants in the world. Alexandra
Champalimaud is the Founder, President and Principal Designer
at Champalimaud. What is more, she is a full-service interior
design and interior planning firm specializing in bespoke,
high-end hospitality and residential design.
Nearly 30 years ago, Alexandra Champalimaud & Associates
was founded and quickly developed a strong following
among Montreal tastemakers. As the company expanded,
Alexandra decided to relocate to New York City in 1994 to
serve a thriving international client base, and changed its
name to Champalimaud in 2008. Since its inception, the firm
has been privileged to partner with many landmark hotels
and residences globally.
The office of Champalimaud Design has and incredible
energy, because people are actually happy to do incredible
work in the design industry for this studio. It’s work, of
course, but all the team are elevating their lives every day
through the world they do. Alexandra herself is always
looking to hold a positive attitude, which goes hand in
hand with a sense of survival. What is more, she likes to
surround herself with people of diverse backgrounds, who
are culturally sensitive, and naturally artistic and creative.
This mix creates a stimulating work environment where
everyone has something different and important to share.
The designer is present in the office every week because of
the wish to be deeply involved in every project and closely
connected with designers on the creative journey.
All in all, the volume of work that Champalimaud Design
is doing every year is impressive! Their amazing projects
worldwide are stunning and that’s why they are widely
considered to be one of the best design studios in the world!

Credits by Champalimaud Design | Left: Detail of Private Décor | Right New York
Hotel Lobby Project
Website - https://www.champalimaud.design/
Address - 15 Broadway #2, 10006 New York, United States of America
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DAVID COLLINS STUDIO
“Our influence is never literal or obvious. It has been refracted and reconfigured.
A single object or detail can be informed by a myriad of references. These come
from art, cinema, music, fashion, architecture, literature, philosophy, geography,
and history.” David Collins Studio Team

Established in 1985 by David Collins in partnership with Iain
Watson, the David Collins Studio is an architectural based
consultancy which has redefined luxury interior design on a
global scale. The studio has been involved in designing unique
projects for a wide range of clients both in the commercial worlds
of high fashion, as well as the design of some of London’s most
loved and revered restaurants, hotels and bars. Although David
Collins left us in 2013, his aesthetic legacy and his innovative
creative vision that gave place to David Collins Studio continue
alive today and are cornerstones of the Studio’s identity!
Today, the Studio is headed by CEO and Co-Founder Iain Watson,
Creative Director Simon Rawlings, Director of Marketing and
Communications David Kendall and Design Director Lewis
Taylor. Complementing David Collin’s creative ideas and vision,
the Studio continues to develop the core strands of the business:
hotels, bars and restaurants, retail, and residential. And it stills
pursues in its amazing projects a combination of aesthetics,
rationale and attention to details.
The reinvention of the past and the deeply textured interiors are
part of David Collins legacy, but the David Collins Studio has
steadily expanded its scope and scale without ever losing sight
of the Studio’s guiding principles: creativity, craft, collaboration,
and a near-obsessive attention to detail Following the untimely
death of David Collins in 2013, The David Collins Foundation
was founded to commemorate him, his work, his passion for
the arts, and his love of beauty and seeks to support talented
artists and designers at pivotal points in their careers across a
diverse range of artistic mediums. Since 2017 The David Collins
Foundation has partnered with The Arts Foundation.
The latest projects of the David Collins Studio include the
amazing 41,000 sq.ft Harrods Superbrands department, as well
as the redevelopment of the Harrods iconic Food Halls. We can
also highlight the Thomas Keller’s TAK Room restaurant in
New York, the Delaire Graff Estate in South Africa and several
private residences in New York, London and Hong Kong.

Credits: Kerridge’s Bar and Grill at Corinthia London, designed by David Collins Studio.
Photography Kensington Leverne (Left) / Thomas Keller’s TAK Room restaurant
designed by David Collins Studio (Right)
Website: https://www.davidcollins.studio/
Address: 74 Farm Ln, Fulham, London SW6 1QA, UK
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DIFF STUDIO
“The mission of the Studio lies in the creation of unique spaces with a
distinctive character, combining aesthetics and functionality.”

Diff Studio was founded by two young interior designers,
Vitaliy Yurov and Iryna Dzhemesiuk, in 2015 in Kyiv, Ukraine,
and since then it has enjoyed a massive success. Recently, Yurov
and Dzhemesiuk decided to expand their business and opened
a new office in Paris, one of Europe’s Design Capitals and
where they currently have their main design opportunities!
This amazing studio is known worldwide for their superb and
incredible private residence projects featuring an incredible
dash of modern interior design. Featuring an unique style that
obeys a timeless aesthetic combined with a primal and exquisite
design, Diff Studio has been captivating the attention of
numerous illustrious clients thanks to their unique luxurious
style and gracious attention to details!
In terms of design options and possibilities, Diff Studio
provides every single client with a tailored design vision
for their personality. No wonder that their mission lies in
the creation of unique spaces with a distinctive character,
combining aesthetics and functionality.
Vitaliy Yurov and Iryna Dzhemesiuk and their team not only
work internationally on high-end residential projects, but
they also executes projects in the public and corporate areas
where they distinguish themselves by achieving accuracy and
high-end quality.
All in all, from the classy neighbourhoods of Paris to the new
age design style of the projects in Kiev, Diff Studio checks all
the ticks from the most coveted design trends of the moment
and that’s why they are so popular and a powerful reference of
the new age of modern design!

Credits by: Diff Studio | Project Italian Contemporary Residence
Website - http://www.diff-studio.com/
Address - 146 rue Amelot 75011, Paris, France
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DOMOFF INTERIORS
“For Domoff, a stylish interior results in a combination of amazing aesthetics,
convenience and a powerful sense of comfort in every square meter of the home.”

The Domoff Group began its activities in 2001 as an
architectural and design bureau. From the first day of its
existence, the company entered the market as a major
player among architects and designers who are engaged
in extremely large-scale objects in terms of area size and
complexity of work.
For Domoff, a stylish interior results in a combination of
amazing aesthetics, convenience and a powerful sense of
comfort in every square meter of the home. To create the
perfect interior following this philosophy, they offer to use all
their skills to produce an unique design project that includes
planning decisions, selection and procurement of materials,
luxury furniture pieces, lighting elements, as well as amazing
finishing touches only achieved by their attention to details.
They are known in Russia for creating interiors of exceptionally
high quality in the most prestigious places of the country and
beyond. They use expensive, environmentally friendly and
durable materials in all of their project. And they do it to
achieve a premium interior design that produces that “wow
factor” that every client wants to experience.
As a result of the multifaceted and skilful work of the team
of their professionals, Domoff has been delivering stylish,
comfortable and cosy design projects for the past decades and
they will continue to do so in the upcoming years!

Credits by Jean-Marie Domoff Interiors | Left: Bathroom of Moscow’s Private Residence |
Right: Restaurant Bathrom in Moscow
Website - https://domoff-interiors.ru/
Address: Ulitsa Vereyskaya, 17,-407, 121357 Moscow, Russia
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ETCH DESIGN GROUP
“Jessica is known for her love of fabrics and furnishings, and her unique ability
to add the perfect finishing touch to every design project. In the meanwhile,
Stephanie has an instinctive talent and keen eye for design, along with a strong
technical background in computer drafting.”

Offering a delicate balance between purpose and beauty, Etch
Design Group was founded by Jessica Nelson and Stephanie
Lindsey, two talented interior designers that love assisting
clients in bringing their creative visions to life!
Specialized in residential design projects, the design studio
features an award-winning interior design portfolio of distinct
and detailed designs that encompass our love for creativity.
With an inspiring portfolio when it comes to unique residential
designs, the Texas-based design studio wants to make a lasting
impression on its clients’ minds, just like they did in the
Barton Creek residence, winner of Luxe Red Awards – Reader’s
Choice 2018.
With a background of more than 15 years in the design
world, Etch Design Group aims to craft custom residential
and commercial projects ranging in the contemporary or
modern design style. Based in Austin, this full-service interior
design firm is dedicated to crafting custom residential and
commercial design experiences by collaborating with our
clients to determine the best creative solution for each project.

Credits by Etch Design Group | Project: Residence in Barton-Creek , Texas
Website - https://etchinteriordesign.com/
Address -4622 Burnet Rd, 78756 Austin, United States of America
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FG STIJL
“We are committed to applying best practice international standards, while also
differentiating each project through tailor-made interior design and innovative
thinking.” ‑ FG Stijl

Colin Finnegan and Gerard Glintmeijer, the “F” and the “G” of
FG stijl, founded their studio in March 1995 and have grown into
a full service interior design firm with international portfolio of
high-end hospitality and exclusive residential properties.
The first two decades produced a prolific body of work
including designing the interiors for brands such as Hyatt,
Mandarin Oriental, Sheraton and Jumeirah, as well as five of
Holland’s Michelin star restaurants. FGSstijl’s designs can also
be found in exceptional private residences around the world,
landmark projects such as BMW Welt and the Albertina
Museum, Vienna, and SUMMUM Lounge at the Private Jet
terminal of Schiphol in Holland.
From offices in Amsterdam and Dubai, FG Stijl founders and
their team create interior architecture and design, branding
solutions for hotels, restaurants, spas, private residences,
public lounges, retail and museums, across Europe, Asia
and the Middle East, demonstrating a cross-cultural and
multi-disciplinary capability to meet the design requirements
of any project.
Other well-known projects of FG stijl include SiR Nikolai Hotel
in Hamburg, The Dylan Hotel in Amsterdam, The Dominican
Hotel in Brussels, BMW Welt in Munich and SUMMUM
Lounge at the Private Jet terminal of Schiphol. At present, the
duo and their team are working on amazing projects that will
wow everyone in a recent future.

Credits by FG Stijl | Project: Hotel Sofitel Frankfurt Opera
Website: https://www.fgstijl.com/
Address: Nieuwe Prinsengracht 41, 1018 EG Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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INDIA MAHDAVI
“To conceive a space I listen to it, I analyse its constraints, its needs, and its
context. This is how my studio functions. I like providing a solution in order
to define, with the client, how to work with all the energy that the spaces
inspires.” – India Mahdavi

Paris-based top interior designer and architect India Mahdavi’s
name is a reflection of the designer herself – exotic, feminine,
dramatic. It’s a name that evokes a chic, global sensibility and
one that completely captures the essence of her designs. India’s
work has become a reference for renowned hotels, restaurants
and commercial spaces.
Mahdavi studied architecture at the École des Beaux Arts
in Paris between 1980 and 1986. She earned her Architect
Diploma DPLG in 1987. In 1989, she spent a year in New York,
studying graphic design at the School of Visual Arts, furniture
design at Parsons, and industrial design at the Cooper Union.
She then returned to Paris and joined Christian Liaigre’s design
studio as Art Director, where she remained for seven years.
Mahdavi’s company, imh interiors, was founded in 1999.
In 2003, India Mahdavi opened her first showroom in rue
Las Cases 3, which features high-end furniture exclusively
manufactured in France, while in her second showroom,
which opened later in December 2011 in rue Las Cases 19, she
proposed a selection of small objects, which reveal a radical
change of scale.
Mahdavi has worked for and/or collaborated with the
Connaught Hotel in London, the Monte Carlo Beach Hotel in
Monaco, Claridge’s Hotel in London, L’Apogée in Courchevel,
Café Français in Paris, The Gallery at Sketch in London to only
name a few.
India Mahdavi has become an exclusive brand, offering
a complete philosophy that is distinguished by a special
language: a high-end brand, cheerful, “nomadic”, chic, elegant,
art de vivre, a true lifestyle. She’s also the author of the book
“Home Chic”, an interior style guide, written with journalist
Soline Delos and published by Flammarion in 2012.
Each of her projects, be it a bar, restaurant, hotel, private residence
or a piece of furniture, carry it elements that are modern yet
familiar. Her style is by turns playful, sexy and chic, and she’s not
afraid to let her femininity come through in her work.

Credits by India Mahdavi | Project: Pink Installation Restaurant
Website - https://india-mahdavi.com
Address - 3 Rue Las Cases 75007 Paris, France
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JEAN LOUIS DENIOT
“In my mind, the first mission of a design firm is to create dreams and products
which captivate the audience or the owner’s life when in contact with the creations,
Design has to be first about captivation: it needs to create a reaction of fun, pleasure
and/or exaltation.” – Jean Louis Denoit

Recognised worldwide for his emblematic and eclectic interiors,
Jean-Louis Deniot plays in a multiplicity of repertoires, never
sticking to a purity of style, rather letting his academic training
translate into a vocabulary that is both informal and bold. If
he does a contemporary project, it is always with a weighty
dose of history and references infused into it to produce a
timeless yet timely scenario.
“I always want to get as far as possible from the white box.
My interiors are about atmosphere, character, texture, and a
sense of harmony.” - Jean-Louis Deniot
Featured on the ELLE Decor and AD 100 lists of the best
designers in the world, Jean-Louis Deniot has long been
in the business of creating atmospheres. His decors are his
playground, spaces where spontaneity and magic are always
present. “I always want to get as far as possible from the white
box. My interiors are about atmosphere, character, texture,
and a sense of harmony.”, says Jean-Louis Deniot.
Deniot first opened his firm in 2000 and is considered as the
future of the new generation of French High Decoration. Since
2000, Deniot’s Paris-based firm has consisted of a talented
crew of 15 individuals. He has worked on several residential
and commercial projects and even designed the interior for a
Falcon 2000 private plane. His past projects span across houses
in the Hamptons, an apartment in Chicago, chalets in Aspen,
private residences in Miami Beach, an entirely revamped
original Paul Williams property in Beverly Hills, an Art Deco
city house and a palace in New Delhi, a 1930’s style penthouse
in Milan, a summer house in Capri, a 70’s style apartment in
Colombia, and an estate in Monaco.
The renowned interior designer also earned recognition for the
furniture and lighting collections in collaboration with Jean de
Merry, George Smith, Collection Pierre, Pouenat, Bronze d’Art
Français and more recently Marc de Berny with the Sparkx
Collection. All his bespoke lines are designed in the continuity
and respect of each brand’s personality and style, yet full of
forward-thinking and savoury twists.

Credits by Jean Louis-Deniot | Project Private Residence in Paris
_______________

Website - https://www.deniot.com/
Address - Rue de Verneuil 75007 Paris, France
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JUSTYNA TATYS
“Using global trends, Justyna Tatys successfully combines elegance, quality,
functionality, and modernity into a coherent whole.”

Justyna Tatys is famous for creating luxury interior design
projects filled with character and soul. Passionate about the
ultimate luxury experience, the interior designer has created
her own design studio that although it features inspiring
home staging services and offices design ideas, it is specialized
in exquisite residential projects, such as bespoke apartments,
houses, and lofts.
Based in Wroclaw, Justyna Tatys inspiring design studio
offers the best high-quality services for every stage of the
interior design project, like design stage, visual effect, and
space organization.
From Justyna Tatys inspiring portfolio, one of the best
interior design projects that became viral is the incredible
suite specially designed for the ZŁOTA 44 Tower in Warsaw.
With an open concept design between the exquisite bedroom
and the luxury bathroom area, this incredible luxury design
project was created to amaze anyone who is lucky enough to
step in it!
Using global trends, Justyna Tatys successfully combines
elegance, quality, functionality, and modernity into a
coherent whole. The interior designer gained experience
in the industry through individual practice, which is why
she ensures that all arrangement works are carried out at
every stage of the project. When creating every project, she
uses new design techniques, and specially selected color
bases, sophisticated furniture, and sophisticated accessories
guarantee the possibility of a perfect match.

Credits by Justyna Tatys | Left: Bathroom in Private Residence | Right: ZŁOTA 44 Tower
in Warsaw
Website: https://www.justynatatys.com/
Address: Galeria wnetrz DOMAR, Braniborska 14, 53-680 Wrocław, Poland
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KIT KEMP
“You are only as good as the workmen and craftspeople who work for you.
Getting them to do their best and believe in a project makes it harmonious and
fun for everyone even when long hours are involved.” – Kit Kemp

Kit Kemp MBE is not your regular interior designer, Kemp is a
singular voice in the modern interior design scene with her mix
of old furniture, new fabrics and bold compositions. Unlikely
yet distinctive, Kit Kemp manages to impress everyone with
an explosion of color and vitality.
As co-owner of Firmdale Hotels, Kit Kemp MBE is well
respected within the interior design community. With her
stylish and eclectic trademark designs, Kit has an exciting take
on interiors, bringing together contemporary and classic styles
to produce unique designs. Her designs for boutique hotels
are admired and revered, and with new signature collections
on the way, the future is certainly looking bright for the
self-taught star at the forefront of interior design.
In the past years, Kit Kemp MBE has collaborated with
leading global design brands such as Wedgwood, Wilton
Carpets, Andrew Martin, Anthropologie, Christopher Farr,
Chelsea Textiles, Fine Cell Work and most recently New York
department store Bergdorf Goodman creating collections
including tableware, fragrance, furniture, fabrics and wallpaper.
Her products are available to buy online at ShopKitKemp.com
and her blog, Design Thread showcases her world of colour
and design.

Credits by Kit Kemp | Project: Private Residence in London
Website - https://kitkemp.com/
Address - 21 Golden Square. W1F 9JN London, United Kingdom
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KRIS TURNBULL
“Every project we design reflects our clients personality and signature style.
The combination of fabrics and furnishings is determined by their lifestyle and
ultimately the ambience we create is a reflection of their individuality. The
diversity of our clients tastes and desires and the projects we work on is just so
exciting & why we love what we do!” – Kris Turnbull on Website

Kris Turnbull Studios is the best at giving a modern approach
to a luxury interior design project, and that’s exactly why his
design firm is so highly sought after. With a creative team
that offers the best interior design, architecture, interior
architecture and styling services, Kris Turnbull is definitely a
reference to all the contemporary interior design community.
He established his company in 2007 and, since then, a
lot has changed – for the better! Kris Turnbull Studios is
now an award-winning and leading interior architectural
practice that creates unique and inspirational residential,
super-prime development and hospitality projects
worldwide. It is a globally-recognized brand and an expert
in contemporary luxury and design.
Being the amazing designer he is, Kris Turnbull is always
looking for ways to warm up space through textures, colours
and shapes. He has a very natural gift to mix trendy elements
with traditional concepts, great attention to detail and a
wonderful collection of furnishings and fabrics. From the UK
to the whole wide world, Kris Turnbull will always have the
ultimate solution for your future projects.
Each design and project is individually tailored to each client, be
it a penthouse, townhouse, apartments, holiday villa, country
estate, city pad or private yacht. All projects are characterised
by an unrivalled combination of detailing, diverse design,
cutting edge technology and the exclusivity synonymous with
individual projects.
The holistic design approach of studio translates into proposals
and designs that combine the hopes, dreams and desires of
clients for their luxury home, holiday retreat or even simply
that special room. They are a team of highly creative and
dedicated architects driven by the pursuit of perfection and
extreme attention to detail working on the finest properties in
terms of location, quality and design.

Credits by Kris Turnbull | Project: Private Residence in London
Website: http://www.kristurnbull.com/
Address: 135 Lisburn Rd, BT9 7AP Belfast, United Kingdom
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STUDIO LALLY & BERGER
“Since 2013, Lally and Berger have thought and designed unexpected spaces
while respecting the multiple wishes of their customers. The duo always takes
time and surprises with their technical ambition and their creative intrepidity.”

The story of Lally & Berger begun ten years ago, when designers
Margaux Lally and Luc Berger met at the Ecole Supérieure
d’Architecture Intérieur of Lyon. Since then they star writing
a story of design passion and luxury elevation!
Their personalities, opposites in their daily life, make it possible
to build a creative, daring and sensitive process, around their
contradictions. All because they have passion for what they
do and for their amazing creations. After all, passion is what
they express through their amazing interior design creations.
Since 2013, Lally and Berger have thought and designed
unexpected spaces while respecting the multiple wishes of
their customers. The duo always takes time and surprises with
their technical ambition and their creative intrepidity.
The plurality of their skills combined with their diverse
influences allows them to adapt to any type of project. Lally &
Berger thus creates an identity specific to each place entrusted
to them with a touch of “je ne sais quoi”. Their proximity to
high-end French artisans offers them the means to go beyond
the limits of certain skills to always surprise more.
One of their latest projects is the amazing renovation of some
areas of one of the greatest hospitality landmarks of Paris,
The Le Meurice. Today, the 7th and top floor of the hotel is
solely devoted to the Belle Etoile Suite, which is housed in a
structure added in the 50s, designed in a stunning fashion by
Lally & Berger.

Credits by Studio Lally & Berger | Project: Hotel le Meurice Suite in Paris
Website: http://www.lallyberger.com/
Address: 12 Rue Sully, 69006 Lyon, France
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PAR I S

LAURENT MAUGOUST
“Laurent Maugoust´s company main goal is to create a strong bond with
each client, in order to perceive their vision as whole, being able to perfectly
reflect in each setting, from a simple and ostentatious accessory to a
massive piece of furniture.”

Laurent Maugoust is a top French interior designer that gained
his work experience working alongside Jean-Philippe Nuel
for almost 10 years. After learning so much about hospitality
design, he founded his company in 2003, and he has been one
of the best professionals in the industry since then. Today,
Maugoust is recognized as a master on high-end hospitality
design, creating projects on an international scale.
A graduate of the Camondo School in 1999, Maugoust started
his career in the design world, with the architect Christian de
Portzamparc. He worked closely with Jean-Philippe Nuel as
Artistic Director and Head of Agency, for almost 10 years, gaining
a great amount of experience, working with the best of the best.
His professional experience made him acquire talent in high-end
hospitality design, on large projects of an international level.
Simultaneously, he designs and realizes more personal projects in
which he strives to develop his own design identity. His interest
is always in places steeped in history or very marked in terms
of style. His bold moves allow him to work on oppositions and
to play with contrasts in order to develop real “mise en scène”.
For 15 years, this amazing design has been delivering the most
amazing high-end hotel sector projects, in a large variety of
styles, but always surrounded by a luxury concept.
Led by the talented Laurent Maugoust, his design firm has a
flexible structure that meets the needs of each client through
employees with complementary profiles and skills. Their
main goal as a company is to create a strong bond with each
client, in order to perceive their vision as whole, being able to
perfectly reflect in each setting, from a simple and ostentatious
accessory to a massive piece of furniture. His thorough work
method is definitely displayed in each set he creates, from a
hallway to a broader room.
The visual appearance of each of his projects is both a sight to see, and
also evoke a sensorial experience, impossible to be ignored by every
design aficionado. Laurent Maugoust will continue to breakthrough
every design boundary, and display the extraordinary!

Credits by Laurent Maugoust | Project: Hotel Victor Hugo in Paris
_______________________________

Website - https://www.laurentmaugoust.fr/architectureinterieure
Address - 252 rue de Vaugirard 75015 Paris, France
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FR AN CE

PH2B
“Pierre-Henri Bouchacourt lives for e from his passions, thus mixing architecture,
design and art in his various creations with great subtlety.”

The PH2B design and architecture agency was created 25
years ago by famous and renowned architect Pierre-Henri
Bouchacourt. It]s a multipurpose design practise that covers,
apart from the layout of the space, a huge varied fields from
product or furniture design, up to graphics and signage via
textile design or even the study of color.
For Bouchacourt, its main objective is to give reality to
various projects with a different vision of the layout and
decoration of spaces. That’s why his design practise is
analyzed by agency professionals to optimize the mission
and fully meet customer expectations. Always with a lot
of daring, Pierre-Henri Bouchacourt proposes very aesthetic
projects mixed with a touch of orientalism. What gives this
typical touch to his studio is the balance between colors,
light and warmth that he brings to his creations.
Pierre-Henri Bouchacourt lives for e from his passions, thus
mixing architecture, design and art in his various creations
with great subtlety. He and his Team have already delivered
various projects all over the world. However one of his latest
and most exclusive project was in France, where he was in
charge of redesigning the Château de Drudas, a remarkable
18th-century property that has actually been listed as a
historic monument. The hotel was transformed into a luxury
hotel that can that it’s incredible design an aesthetic to
Pierre-Henri Bouchacourt amazing and elegant vision.

Credits by PH2B | Project: Chateau de Drudas in France
Website - http://www.ph2b.com/
Address - 9 Avenue René-Coty, 75014 Paris, France
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CH I N A

PTANG STUDIO
“The studio’s goal is to always offer the highest quality while still developing
a fresh and unique style that breaks the rules opening the horizon of design
the visionary future.”

Ptang Studio Limited was established in 1997 and engages in a
diverse scope of projects ranging from small scale residential to
show flat design and to large scale commercial works; such as
corporate headquarters and movie launching functions.
As a professional consultant company, they engage in a wide
range of projects from all over the world in Hong Kong, China,
Japan, and the UK. Their philosophy is modest and getting to
basics is what they believe in. They create spaces bringing out
clients the most comfortable atmosphere by understanding
their individual preferences.
Seeking for the finest quality and innovations, developing a
fresh and unique style that transcends existing boundaries and
widens the horizon of design in the visionary future is our aim.
Their company is organized around a series of teams, each of
which is managed by experienced designers. They do believe
their aggressive and energetic designers with professional
experiences are able to provide the best services for their clients.

Credits by PTANG Studio | Left: Residencial Project in Asia | Right: The Velaris, Philippines,
Sales Gallery
Website - https://www.ptangstudio.com/
Address - Room 5 - 6, 4 Floor, Hopeful Factory Centre10 - 16 Wo Shing Street, Fo Tan,
N.T., Hong Kong, China
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CANADA

YABU PUSHELBERG
“We are inspired by other people, beautiful things; inspiration can be found in the
simplest to most complex forms.” – Yabu Pushelberg

Yabu Pushelberg is an international design firm, with studios
in Toronto and SoHo, New York, founded in 1980 by Glenn
Pushelberg and George Yabu focused teams of design and
project management personnel specialize in interior, furniture
and product design for the hospitality and retail industries. This
amazing design firm also does stunning residential projects.
George and Glenn‘s partnership is peerless, and their innate
creative abilities have made them thought leaders in the design
world. Dedicated to delivering the unexpected, they constantly
shift visual paradigms with each completed project, the end
result eliciting an emotional resonance in the user.
In, 1972, two Ontario natives were brought to Ryerson
University in Toronto for reasons that can be loosely linked to
kismet. The same stroke of fate brought them together a few
years later, and would mark the start of an abiding partnership
in business and in life. More than three decades later, George
Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg oversee one of the recognized design
firms in the world. The Yabu Pushelberg studios redefine how
the world sees and experiences the built environment. The
work is designed collectively; it is imaginative, thoughtful, and
honest, while continuously moving between the rational and
the intuitive. It is this interchangeability of their individual
roles, that in unison, is distinctive.
________________

Across the Atlantic, Yabu Pushelberg is immersed in the
rejuvenation of another storied retailer, the department store
Printemps, on the recommendation of former Louis Vuitton
chairman and ceo Yves Carcelle. The firm also helped complete
a revamp of three floors of the main Printemps building on
Boulevard Haussmann, which housed the women’s handbags,
accessories, watches and jewelry categories. In China, the
firm has a long relationship with Lane Crawford and last fall
designed a new unit in the Yintai Centre in Beijing — largely
at the behest of a single cosseted customer, according to
Pushelberg. As they spend much of our time traveling they
find inspiration everywhere. Yabu Pushelberg say “We are
inspired by other people, beautiful things; inspiration can be
found in the simplest to most complex forms.

Credits by Yabu Pushelberg | Left: Lalique Colaboration in Hotel Lobby | Right: Four
Seasons Dowtown New York
Website - https://yabupushelberg.com/
Address - 55 Booth Avenue, Toronto M4M-2M3, Canada
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I N DI A

ZZ ARCHITETS
“We don’t believe in trends because spaces are meant to be timeless and ideally
should be envisioned for longevity. We have definitely been seeing an increase
in the use of contemporary art and sculptural-like pieces in projects. These
are mainly statement pieces that can clearly make a strong impression in any
space.” – ZZ Architets

ZZ Architects is a multidisciplinary and multi-award-winning
design firm led by Principal Architects Krupa Zubin and
Zubin Zainuddin. ZZA is considered to be among the top 10
Architectural and Interior Design Firms of India. ZZ Architects
is known for their unique approach to architecture and
interior design, which is a bespoke and very intimate process
of discovering each client’s personal style. They are constantly
learning and interacting with other people.
Over the past few years, ZZ Architects has emerged as a
leading full-service Luxury Architecture, Interior Design, and
Decor firm based in Mumbai and have been working across key
cities in the country with clients including leaders in business,
finance, and industry, as well as society, film, and politics.
The studio has a widespread portfolio that comprises
hospitality, interior and master planning projects, among
others. The work seems to take shape and lead them in
new directions. Being consistent in quality and true to their
design sensibilities has been their primary focus. Creative and
technical staff is grouped in teams that follow projects all
the way through, from concept to completion. Each team is
comprised of team leaders and team members with expertise in
various aspects like project management, visualization, design
development, etc. For ZZ Architects, working as a cohesive
team is very important to ensure consistent quality, and they
believe in passing on the design ethos of the firm. The personal
interactions with every client ensure that each project has its
own individual direction.
A team of 60-plus architects and designers strive constantly to
create projects that stand out because of the distinct approach
towards design, detail and the latest technology. Research is
critical to be competitive in an ever-evolving international
design market. Currently, they are working on some very
interesting private homes. These are large scale bespoke
homes made especially for the families that they are working
for. They are also working on some hotels, office spaces and
high-end retail stores.

Credits by ZZ Architets | Project: Mumbai Penthouse
Website - https://zzarchitects.net/
Address - A-403, Prathmesh Tower: Raghuvanshi Mills Compound - Lower Parel West,
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400013, India
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A LL THE CONTACTS ON THIS BOOK
Alberto Pinto Studio
Website: https://albertopinto.com/
Address: 11 rue d’Aboukir — 75002 Paris, France
Amy Lau
Website: http://amylaudesign.com/
Address: 601 W 26th St, New York, NY 10001, USA
Baptiste Bohu Interiors
Website: http://baptistebohu.net/
Address: Paris, France
Champalimaud Design
Website: https://www.champalimaud.design/
Address: 115 Broadway #2, New York, NY USA
David Collins Studio
Website: https://www.davidcollins.studio/
Address: 74 Farm Ln, Fulham, London SW6 1QA, UK
DIFF.Studio
Website: http://www.diff-studio.com/
Address: 146 rue Amelot 75011, Paris, France
Domoff Interiors
Website: https://domoff-interiors.ru/
Address: Ulitsa Vereyskaya 407, 121357 Moscow, Russia
Etch Design Group
Website: https://etchinteriordesign.com/
Address: 4622 Burnet Rd, Austin, TX 78756, USA
FG Stijl
Website: https://www.fgstijl.com/
Address: Nieuwe Prinsengracht 41, 1018 EG Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
India Mahdavi
Website: https://india-mahdavi.com/
Address: 3 rue las cases – 75007 Paris, France
Jean Louis Deniot
Website: https://www.deniot.com/
Address: 39 rue de Verneuil 75007 Paris, France
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Justyna Tatys
Website: https://www.justynatatys.com/
Address: Wnętrz DOMAR Gallery, Braniborska 14, 53-680
Wrocław, Poland
Kit Kemp
Website: https://kitkemp.com/
Address: Firmdale Village 4 Ryan Drive Brentford TW8
9ZB, UK
Kris Turnbull
Website: http://www.kristurnbull.com/
Address: 135 Lisburn Rd, Belfast BT9 7AP,UK
Lally & Berger
Website: http://www.lallyberger.com/
Address: 12 Rue Sully, 69006 Lyon, France
Laurent Maugoust
Website: https://www.laurentmaugoust.fr/
Address: 252 Rue de Vaugirard, 75015 Paris, France
PH2B
Website: http://www.ph2b.com/
Address: 9 Avenue René Coty, 75014 Paris, France
PTANG Studio
Website: https://www.ptangstudio.com/
Address: 10 - 16 Wo Shing Street, Fo Tan, Hong Kong, China
Yabu Pushelberg
Website: https://yabupushelberg.com/
Address: 55 Booth Avenue M4M-2M3 Toronto, Canada
ZZ Architects
Website: https://zzarchitects.net/
Address: 403, Prathmesh Tower, Raghuvanshi Mills
Compound, Lower Parel West, Mumbai, Maharashtra
400013, India
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